EXPERT GUIDE:
TOP 5 STEPS TO DEMOCRATIZE STREAMING DATA ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE

The rapid and massive proliferation of data is causing a
shift in the way that today’s organizations do business.
Even more, it’s causing a seismic shift in the way that
those businesses interact with data and architect the
underlying ecosystems. However, there remains a delay
between when today’s organizations are ingesting data
and how quickly relevant groups can access and
interrogate it. While this delay is, at best, a nuisance to
customers within the organization, it can be detrimental
for those companies that rely on real-time, streaming data
for security or revenue-based services.
Eliminating this delay and democratizing data across the
enterprise means deploying an end-to-end platform using
a combination of technologies like Apache Kafka®,
Apache Flink®, and more. Comprehensive solutions must
be architected to handle a variety of real-time sources
while also remaining secure, highly available, robust
enough to handle hundreds (or more) diverse jobs, and
user friendly regardless of technical know-how.
This guide will detail the path to democratizing streaming
data across the enterprise with a self service platform,
including how to overcome common pitfalls that come with
growing Apache Kafka and Apache Flink infrastructures,
and how a managed enterprise streaming platform can
potentially simplify and accelerate streaming data
success in order to increase overall real-time application
success.

Top 5 Steps to Building a Scalable,
Successful Streaming Data Infrastructure

Every streaming infrastructure is as unique as the organization is, and one-size-fits-all deployments and solutions
rarely work for anything other than short-term needs. To understand how to architect the appropriate streaming
architecture to fit full organizational needs, here are the five key steps teams should walk through:

01

Understand specific enterprise-wide
streaming data needs (and wants)

Very rarely is there only one group within an organization
that requires access to data. From cyber security, market
data, microservice coordination, sensor data and more,
the likelihood is that multiple teams—often with different
requirements—need to or would benefit from fast, secure
access to streaming data. Having a complete map of who
needs access, how they need it, and how they’re using
streaming data is the first step in building a unified and
complete platform for democratizing streaming data
across the enterprise.
A few key questions to consider include:
• What data streams and systems does each team
need access to?
• How is each team interacting with the data?
• What connectors, APIs, sinks, etc. do they need?

• If different from the current status, what are their data
requirements?
• What data schema do they require?
• What barriers currently stand in the way to streaming
data success for each team?
• What other technical limitations are in place?
Gathering all of this information in one place will enable
you to fully plan out a streaming ecosystem that not only
works for the short-term, but also with the longer-term
needs of the entire organization.

02

Architect the right (and right-sized)
deployment

Taking the information from the previous step into consideration, it’s now time to start planning out the complete
streaming architecture that you need. Apache Kafka is a
popular choice, and ecosystems will expand from there
to use a stream processing platform like Apache Flink as
well as the connectors, endpoints, APIs, and features
needed for a comprehensive deployment.
However, it’s possible, if not likely, that different internal
customers will have different requirements. One group
may rely heavily on the ELK stack to interrogate data,
while another group may need a SQL interface. Or, they
need both and more. The team handling cyber security
may have drastically different retention requirements

than the team handling marketing analytics. Chances
are, at least one team knows that their requirements will
be changing soon, and that will pull them out of line with
the rest of the organization. And so on.
Hopefully during this step, you’ll determine efficiencies
that may not already be in place. Even if not, architecting
a platform that covers all the currently needed bases with
an eye toward what will be needed in the future is critical
to success. Baking in from the start the ability to quickly
and easily scale up as data grows or to implement or
connect to new technologies is a smart step to ensuring
you aren’t repeating this same process in 18 months.

03

Plan for both current and
future complexity

Deploying a simple Apache Kafka cluster is fairly easy,
and DevOps teams likely handle that initial deployment.
However, when it comes to deploying and managing a
massively scalable, globally fault tolerant cluster with the
updates, features and connector additions, load and
partition balancing that go along with it, this quickly
becomes a complex and resource-consuming process
leaving you little time for real-time application development.
Currently, many organizations focus solely on Apache
Kafka, but a growing number are determining that a combination of that and Apache Flink is much more compelling for an enterprise streaming data platform. While
these two together provide a powerful solution, ensuring

they work together also increases the complexity of
deploying, managing and troubleshooting stream
processing clusters.
One way that organizations are planning to handle future
changes is by deploying their ecosystem with a managed
provider that abstracts away the complexity of streaming
cluster updates, integrations and more. Whether your
organization is just getting started with Apache Kafka or
you’re looking to build a complete enterprise streaming
ecosystem, considering a managed provider is a great
option to ensure that your streaming platform is operating at optimal levels at all times. For some businesses,
this can mean the difference between generating a profit
or sustaining a critical loss.

04

Cover security, team, and
configuration management needs

Building the right streaming architecture is crucial, but
ensuring that it stays that way is just as important. For
instance, giving everyone who needs access to the
platform the same permissions can be detrimental. One
wrong move (or click, as it may be) and you may stop
getting data from business-critical streams. Or, wrongly
configured (or missing) security protocols could cause a
variety of other issues.
Streaming
platform
and
cluster
management
encompasses several aspects, many of which may not be
considered until an issue arises, including:
• Security & Compliance Management: Do you need
authentication capabilities including SSL and even SASL?
Do you need your data hosted in your own data center or
cloud account? How critical is encryption (at rest and
on-wire) throughout the entire stack? Are you dealing with
EU GDPR compliance or other compliance regulations?
• Team Management: Do you have multiple team
members (or multiple teams) who all need different

account permissions? Are you using schemas and need
tight control over versioning?
• Configuration Management: Are you frequently
creating (or deleting) topics? Are you deploying new
streams to meet growing business needs? Are you fully
utilizing Apache Kafka or Apache Flink’s many
configuration settings to improve performance or ignoring
to simplify deployment?
Understanding the needs for the above and having a plan
to quickly and easily set or change them is vital for stream
processing success. Some organizations may find that
they have time to handle this management, but many
don’t. Managed streaming platforms become the ideal
scenario to handle the above with just the push of a
button. This allows the internal team to spend time on
writing the code needed for the real-time applications that
consume streaming data.

05

Ensure you are scaling
for success

Once you’ve got a fully architected streaming platform with
the management and configuration settings that work best
for you, it’s time to get streaming. However soon after that
happens, it’ll be time to grow and scale the platform.
Resource planning and management, while sometimes
time consuming, continues to be a large part of ensuring a
successful stream processing implementation and truly
democratizing data across the enterprise.

From partition design and balancing to ensuring the
correct topic setting to adding new brokers to schema
management, scaling streaming clusters and platform can
often be both an art and a science. Case in point: your
cloud deployment is eating up too much of your budget
(already), but data needs are forcing you to continue
scaling up (read: spend more money). Right-sizing your
deployment is a constant process for ensuring both
optimal performance and reasonable spend, and often the
right answer is somewhere in the middle.

Enterprise-grade Stream Processing
Simple. Scalable. Secure.

There is another option: working with a managed
provider that delivers a simple, scalable way to custom
build the enterprise streaming platform that works for
your organization’s needs and doesn’t try to force fit you
into only what their platform offers.
Eventador paves the way for simple, reliable, unified
stream processing, so real-time data can actionably
become the backbone of your company.

Whether you’re just getting started with Apache
Kafka, or you’ve built your business on streaming
data, having a planned, scalable, simple streaming
platform is a solid foundation for streaming success.
While some organizations have the time and
resources to build a self-sustaining, streaming
platform in-house, many who would benefit from it
do not. In these cases, they either make do without;
therefore, they cannot bridge the gap between
democratizing streaming data for enterprise-wide
use and what they can deliver. Or they divert scarce
resources to building a piecemeal system that
requires extensive management, upgrades and
troubleshooting, which means that the real-time
application development that needs to happen gets
put on the backburner.

Eventador’s solutions range from fully managed Apache
Kafka through to a complete Apache Flink-based enterprise streaming platform that enables users to simply
and securely democratize critical streaming data
throughout the organization. Eventador fully manages—with 24x7x365, expert and hands-on support—the
architectures including Apache Kafka, Apache Flink,
connectors, endpoints, and sinks needed to democratize data throughout the enterprise.

Eventador’s Fully Managed Apache Kafka and Flink
provide a core distributed compute platform with:

Powerful Apache Flink cluster management to
deploy a complete, fully managed stream
processing stack—in any global Amazon Web
Services region and VPC peered to your streaming applications—with a single click in Eventador’s control plane;
Simple streaming project creation and management, fully integrated with Github, makes it easy
for teams to build, deploy, manage, and scale
rich streaming applications. Powerful templates
allow engineers to deploy Java or Scala streaming jobs in minutes, directly from their favorite
IDE;

Eventador.io helped move our
production to the next level of
capabilities with their continued
support, knowledge and
capabilities allowing us to focus
on our core market
differentiators instead of
focusing on our ingestion
pipeline, which they are clearly
an expert in.
~ Aaron Eppert,
Vice President of Engineering, Packetsled

Robust savepoint management for easy and
seamless deployment and upgrade of processors;
Extensive team management that is as easy as
setting a team administrator who can invite
users, set access levels, and revoke privileges
within the easy-to-use Eventador Console;
Secure enterprise deployment model allows
customers to deploy directly into their cloud
provider account. This makes it easy to manage
security rules, access controls for regulatory and
compliance, and take advantage of reserved
instance or pre-negotiated cloud pricing.
And with the 24x7x365, hands-on expert support that
Eventador is known for, users don’t have to worry about
massive man hours to update, optimize or troubleshoot
the stream processing platform—Eventador works
directly with customers to ensure that everything is operating smoothly at all times.
From testing the waters with Apache Kafka through to
fully managed streaming infrastructure for organizations
that depend on real-time data, our customers trust Eventador to provide unrivaled service and support to ensure
that streaming platforms deliver what’s needed, when it’s
needed to whom it’s needed for line of business applications.

About Eventador:
Eventador.io
is
a
fully
managed,
enterprise-grade Stream Processing as a
Service platform—built on Apache Kafka
and Apache Flink—based in Austin, TX.
Whether customers are just getting started
with Apache Kafka or they have built their
business on streaming data, Eventador
unlocks the ability to quickly and easily
deploy streaming data-driven applications
by handling the complexity of the
underlying infrastructure with high-quality
software and amazing support.

Go ahead, stream all the things.
6618 Sitio Del Rio Blvd, Suite E-101, Austin, 78730
eventador.io
+1 512 • 646 • 4169
hello@eventador.io

